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What's New at the Co-op!

Local Fruits and Veggies

August offers one of the largest selections of
local fruits and vegetables. Stop in and support
our friends and neighbors!

Chip Readers are Coming
We are pleased to share that very soon we
will be implementing credit/debit card chip
readers at check out.
In addition to this new technology, we will
also be introducing immediate check-clearing
and a new gift card system. We are close to
finalizing this transition and hope to see the
results of our hard work soon.

Lékué Jar-To-Go

Compact container for snacks
on-the-go with multiple sizes
that work great for hummus
and carrots, pretzels and peanut
butter or whatever you love to
snack on and dip.

Bag-a-Bean

Recipients for August

Community Asylum
Seekers Project
Cloa's Ark Animal
Sanctuary
Great Falls Books
Through Bars

Lékué Herbstick
We know fresh herbs are in abundance, and the
herbstick makes cooking with them a breeze.
Take your fresh herbs and pack them into the
herbstick, freeze it, then grate your fresh herbs
into any dish you are preparing.

Compostable Straws
Our effort to remove
plastic from our store
continues with these
corn based straws that
can be placed in the
Brattleboro Curbside
Compost program.
We also ask that you
think twice when
grabbing a straw.

Shareholder Cheese Pick!
Dutch Girl Goat Cheese! Delicious on its own
or in a salad. One of our shareholders kindly
suggested this cheese. It goes great on top of a
salad, especially with toasted edamame.

Staff Recognition
Each month, Co-op employees nominate
colleagues they want to honor, and a
committee comes together to vote
on a winner. This month Chris, our
Facilities Manager was applauded for
tackling any project that comes his way,
creating efficiencies in his department,
working proactively on maintenance
tasks, supporting the Co-op by flexing his
schedule to different needs, and tackling
all jobs big or small.

The Co-op Difference, Again!
T

from the GM

he relationship that you as
our owners have to our
retail operation is quite
different from that between
customers and other stores, in so
many ways. We have a large staff
working on your behalf to bring
you the products and services
that you need, in a manner that
is consistent with how humans
shop in retail stores these days.
But the details of what we do
are still just beyond what you
experience in your shopping trips,
and I believe that we all gain from
a better understanding of how our
individual actions impact things like
prices on the shelves and profits
at the end of a fiscal year. After all,
we as a cooperative have chosen
to get this work done together,
for our mutual benefit, and this
involves higher than average
interactions about product
choices, operational priorities, and
community outreach. We continue
to make choices and decisions to
accomplish the “Ends” that our
leadership has defined for us,
including those for environmental
sustainability, good food at
good prices, and investment in
our community through local
purchases, wages, and fertile
partnerships. You are such a vital
part of all of these efforts, and
we welcome your interest and
participation in them.
We recently received a letter
from a concerned Co-op owner
and shopper about what we could
be doing about packaging decisions that our vendors make, as
well as wondering what steps we
had already taken internally. I was

happy to get the note, because it
reminded me to let you all know
some of the efforts that we are
making for environmental sustainability from week to week. It also
offered a chance for us to work
with this shareholder to get at
some of the more frustrating
packaging decisions that are made
by companies from whom we
purchase product. Over the next
few months we will be letting you
know which vendors are particularly thoughtful and responsive to
these concerns with shelf signs.
In the meantime, we continue
to move to reduce the amount
of plastics that we use. We have
begun to offer both compostable
and plastic bags in Produce and
Bulk—although a warning that
the compostable bags will indeed
compost rather fast, so if you
really want to cut down on use
but preserve your produce to the
extent you are used to, bring in
or buy a re-useable produce bag.
We have durable net bags for a
very reasonable price. We have
also stepped up our efforts to
use produce and other short- or
damaged product taken from the
sales floor in our prepared foods
dishes. We will be printing an
update of our sustainability efforts
next month.
Meanwhile, I was reading an article in a supermarket trade journal
this morning about the Kroger
chain getting pushback from
produce growers and distributors
as a result of Kroger’s announcement that all vendors, including
fresh fruit vendors, would be paid
in ninety days. Trouble is, there is

Sabine Rhyne, General Manager

a federal law called the Perishable
Agricultural Commodities Act that
requires fresh produce vendors
to be paid in thirty days (or less)
due to the nature of the product, which has usually been sold
by the retailer within that time
period. Problems are brewing over
this announcement. [UPDATE:
Kroger rolled back the 90-day
policy after the produce industry
pushed back.] But once again, I
point to the co-op difference.
The Brattleboro Food Co-op has
always prioritized payments to
its local vendors, particularly its
farmers. Even in times of difficult cash management, which all
companies experience from time
to time, we were vigilant about
not adversely affecting this group
of small local vendors, whom we
consider our partners. These
growers are your neighbors as
well, and the economic cycle that
you participate in by shopping
in and owning our store is most
obviously strengthened by these
types of policies. We do our best
to support our growers.
This is not the approach of our
competitors in the grocery industry. No matter how they put it, I
can assure you that the small local
vendors do not experience the
quality of interactions that they
receive from your Co-op. Even
when it looks good and fresh, and
even organic and possibly local
(is that within 100 miles, or from
New England or New York?),
there is always more to the story.
I have often referred to the delicate balance that we attempt, with
support of local vendors, good

wages and good environment for
our staff, and good prices for you
on the shelves. It makes it all the
more important to get better at
our business in order to maximize
our profit to spend on our staff,
our store, our vendors, and you,
as we cut margins to offer deeper
special prices and discount dollars.
We have focused this year on
tightening our procedures around
shrink, or damaged/short-date/
compromised product.
Speaking of margins and protecting our assets, occasionally we
have had some difficult discussions
around the theft and pilferage that
we observe every day. We have
some staff whose primary responsibilities include loss prevention,
or catching thieves. Many of our
staff members pay attention too,
and they take the abuse of our
friendly store very seriously.
One area of constant frustration
is the Bulk department. As you
know, if you have been following
our processes over the last year
and a half, Bulk sales have declined
over the last three years, despite
a strong core of avid shoppers.
We have worked on our section
to better provide fresher product
to those customers that count on
it, and have initiated several projects to inspire the use of the Bulk
department, especially in a time of
renewed understanding of wastestream issues regarding plastics.
But some patrons continue to
violate both health rules and theft
expectations by reaching into
the bins to taste/sample/munch
whatever they like. It’s a difficult
Continued on page 5.
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT

The Board of
Directors
will be
tabling
Tuesday,
August 14
from 3-5pm
in the store.
Join Kathy and Wesley
for information and
conversation.
The next BFC Board
Meeting is Monday, August
6th, at 5:15pm, in the
Co-op's Conference Room.

A Mid-Year Report
by Beth Neher

“Success is a balance of life
where we can meet our own
expectations while at the same
time achieving success in our
commitments to others.”

B

~Byron Pulsifer

y the time you read this,
it will be August, and we
will be more than halfway
through the board year. It’s time
for me to offer you a brief midyear report on the Board’s work
so far this year.
As you know the Board’s main
responsibilities are to:

Seeking
Candidates for the

Board of
Directors!

Are you passionate about the
health of YOUR Co-op?
Want to help support
long-term planning of
YOUR community owned
market and deli?

Stop by Shareholder
Services for more
information!
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• monitor and oversee the
work of the GM, including monitoring the state
of our Co-op in general
and in particular, the financial health of our Co-op
regularly;
• monitor and evaluate the
GM’s performance in relation to our Co-op Ends
policies.
To do this we review and discuss
reports submitted by the GM
—a monthly general report and
additional reports, each of which
addresses one of the seven Ends
in turn. We also listen to, collect
and discuss shareholder feedback, collected during tabling or
in conversations in or outside the
store, during our meetings (a huge
thank you for those of you who
take time to speak with us especially when we are tabling; please
do keep talking with us).

Several things have emerged
from what we have heard and/or
read:
• shoppers are finding the
Co-op an increasingly
welcoming marketplace;
• there continues to be
an increase in foods and
products that are locally
sourced and produced; fairtrade products have also
increased;
• shareholders enjoy a variety
of workshops, and we have
begun to hear that more are
reading FFT and/or using
the BFC website to get
information;
• a greater range of shoppers
is buying at the Co-op.
We also continue to hear
concerns about: pricing, and the
extent to which the Co-op can be
a regenerative business that has a
net positive environmental impact
(Ends policy #3) given certain
types of packaging used by producers and the Co-op. Lately we have
also begun to hear comments,
feedback and opinions about
discounts and possible changes to
discount programs.
In our committee work:
• we are reaching out to all
shareholders to consider
running for the Board (we
would be delighted to sit
down and answer questions
or concerns you may have)
and we are especially interested in hearing from those

of you who would be interested in serving with us on
the Board of Directors;
• we are reaching out to other
organizations in Brattleboro
to collaborate and deepen
our work in, and contribution to, the local community
especially in the areas of
food education and security,
and developing employment
potential in local young
people and adults; and
• we have begun planning the
Annual Meeting on November 9th.
As was true last year, the Bylaws
& Policies committee is working
on the Co-op bylaws, fine-tuning
our governing documents so they
more closely reflect the intent of
our founds and the way things are
really being done today. The Board
can only propose changes to
bylaws; shareholders are encouraged to utilize their democratic
right to vote for or against the
proposed changes. Following are
the bylaw changes being proposed:
1. Make a global stylistic
change to all BFC Bylaws by
adding a hyphen to the word
“Coop” (also “coop”), as in
“Co-op” and “co-op”.
2. To modify Bylaw Section 2.4
in the following manner:
The change: Delete “to patronize
the Coop on at least an occasional basis and”, as shown below
(insertions are shown underlined,
deletions shown crossed out):

Section 2.4 - Responsibilities.
To maintain shareholder status in
good standing, shareholders shall
keep reasonably current in share
payments, including payments
required by reason of an increase
in the stated value of shares.
Shareholders shall abide by these
by-laws, by decisions made at
shareholder and Board meetings
and by the means established in
these by-laws to amend such decisions. Shareholders are expected
to patronize the Coop on at least
an occasional basis and to apprise
the Coop of any changes of name
or address.
3) To modify Bylaw Section 2.2
as shown below:
The change: Add “A legal entity
applying for membership must
name a single individual as an
authorized representative” to the
bylaw.
Section 2.2 - Admission.
Applicants shall be admitted to
shareholder status upon paying or
subscribing for a share of common
stock at its then stated value. In
the event of questionable eligibility, admission shall be subject to
approval by the Board of Directors. On or before admission to
shareholder status each applicant
shall be provided a copy of these
bylaws, including the appended
explanation of the patronage dividend consent provision, such copy
indicating its date of approval or
adoption. A legal entity applying

for membership must name a
single individual as an authorized
representative.
In all our work, the Board
strives for balance: balancing your
feedback with where the Co-op
is and where it can be right now;
balancing what the Co-op is right
now and a vision for its becoming
more of what we shareholders
want it to be. In our Board meetings, we strive for a balance of
focus, seriousness and humor;
our work as board members
and engaging as people who like
each other; and very importantly,
balancing our personal visions for
the Co-op with your vision and
desires for our Co-op. Please join
us. Please continue to talk with us.

Notes
from the July 2
Board Meeting

1. Skye’s business expertise
saved us from a potential
headache.
2. “Board monitoring
reports are extensive —
it seems like a thoughtful
board and process.”
~A guest

MITSUKO UCHIDA , ARTISTIC DIREC TOR

Continued from page 3.
conversation for our staff when
confronted with this behavior.
We have trained everyone to
offer patrons to taste product in
a manner consistent with health
department expectations, and we
have posted signs throughout the
department about this. We are
renewing our signage, believing
that some have managed to ignore
what has become familiar, and are
asking you to curb your enthusiasm for whatever product you are
tempted by in the bins. As one
employee shareholder recently
said, this practice is stealing, pure
and simple, and often causes us to
dispose of product that has been
contaminated. “Between Friday
evening 6/8 and Saturday evening
6/9, I logged almost $400 into the
shrink sheet and had to throw out
several pounds of food (2 pounds
of granola & 1 pound of sesame
sticks),” a staff member told me.
Whether it is a cute four-yearold with an indulgent parent, or a
long-time shareholder that somehow believes they are entitled to
tastings, we beg of you to resist
this, and simply ask a staff person
to sample the product for you that
you find interesting in a reasonable
way. This kind of margin impact
adds up, and in a hurry, despite
how innocuous that peanut seems.
Owning a grocery store can
mean that you feel good about
your participation in this aspect
of your community. It can also
mean that you learn more about
this business than you may have
considered before, and I believe
that is a good thing. Thank you
for your comments and questions;
they keep us striving for the best.

Five Special Weekends of Concerts
on the Campus of Marlboro College

July 14–August 12
www.marlboromusic.org

Sabine Rhyne
SabineR@brattleborofoodcoop.coop
802 257-0236 x801

Food for Thought
E-newsletter
advertising.
Reach 4,000
people via
email for $50.
We are booking one ad
per month so reserve
your spot now!
Contact Jon for more details
@ 802 246 2813 or jonmr@
brattleborofoodcoop.coop

SLOWER

SHOPPING HOURS:
Mon-Sat 7-9 am/pm.
For those among us who prefer
shopping with less stimulation
(and more parking places).

LOOK FOR

Monthly
SPECIALS
IN STORE

TOURS

Learn how to shop for affordable,
fresh, and nutritious foods. With
this tour, we'll explore the Coop, finding the best value for your
budget. You'll learn tips for food
storage, shop Co-op sales, and get
recipes for meals at home.

A FREE SERVICE
Call Shareholder Services
at 802-246-2821
to make an appointment.
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Producer Month
OF
THE

by Jon Megas-Russell

A

zul; Veil of Love;
Bohemian Rose; Prism
of the Sun; hibiscus;
jojoba; spruce; rose. These are
just a few of the names of skin
care products and botanicals used
by SantaLena Groves, the owner,
formulator, herbalist and general
do-it-all entrepreneur of Heart
Grown Wild, the ever-growingin-popularity skin care company
out of Wardsboro, VT, and our
local Producer of the Month for
August. Heart Grown Wild has a
beautiful story that speaks to the
benefits of risk taking, love for the
earth, wild harvesting, clean, green
beauty, and artisanship.
One warm and delicioussmelling day in June, I arrived at
the home of Heart Grown Wild.
As an amateur when it comes to
skin care, I was unsure what to
expect when I arrived at their
home production facility. Would I
see large gardens with herbs and
flowers? Jars and labels all over
tables with botany and herbalism books covering the shelves?
Instead, I was pleasantly surprised
to see a beautiful distillation
setup that was creating hydrosol
out of locally harvested spruce.
Sitting at the kitchen table, we
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had a wide-ranging conversation
filled with philosophy, history
and passion from SantaLena and
her partner Tom. I am unsure I
can recall a time when my fingers
moved so fast typing and writing down all that I learned. These
products are literally everywhere
in my home. In fact, my daughter runs through the house with
bottles of SantaLena’s products,
and my wife is always covering
herself with Heart Grown Wild
after baths and before work; she
has struggled with sensitive skin
and allergies her whole life, and
now says she’ll only ever wear
Heart Grown Wild. I myself sprinkle Prism of the Sun body oil on
tender areas after exercising. Both

in my conversation with SantaLena
and my personal experience with
the products, Heart Grown Wild
is an inspiration!
The skin care industry is growing
quickly, made up both of companies owned by corporate entities
and small businesses operating out
of country houses nestled in the
foothills of the southern Green
Mountains. The Brattleboro
Food Co-op stocks all the trendy
items: the salves, the serums, and
lotions, from organic and Fair
Trade to Non-GMO and even DIY
options. It’s a crowded space with
everyone vying for your skin. As
a novice to this industry, I personally have just one philosophy: your
skin is a sponge, and you must

treat it with kind and gentle care.
SantaLena agreed with me when I
made this statement. She believes
that her products must meet the
needs of the most sensitive skin
and she ensures that they deliver
safe and effective doses of herbs,
plants, and oils. Through this
approach, her products continue
to grow in appeal, as customers
appreciate their gentle power
and unique scent profiles. SantaLena attributes her success to
the intuitive formulations, which
use whole plant infusions, essential oils in lower (and gentler)
dosages than many other face and
body care brands, and are always
deeply inspired by nature.
In her twenties, SantaLena
began having her own personal
skin care problems. Her dermatologist prescribed medications
to help remedy the issues, but as
a result her skin became dry and
wrinkly. Instead of continuing the
medication, she began to examine
her diet, the body care products
she utilized, and anything that
might have an impact on her

wellbeing. While transitioning
to a cleaner diet of organic and
Non-GMO foods, she also started
examining the labels on her “natural” skin care products, which
turned out to contain some pretty
unnatural ingredients. In 2013, as
her knowledge and skills in plants
and herbalism increased, her
experimentation with natural skin
remedies did as well, and she tried
her hand at formulas for lotions,
serums and facial scrubs. In 2014
she enrolled in a class on shamanism and plant medicine, which
furthered her interest and knowledge in intuitive, plant-based body
care. The following year she left
her career as a social worker after
completing an herbalism apprenticeship with Sage Maurer from
the The Gaia School of Healing in
Putney. It was a life changing and
magical time for her, and deepened her connection with plants
and her dream of a career in
creating skin care products. Some
of Heart Grown Wild’s formulas
were crafted during her time in
the course, many of which are still
quite popular today.
The name Heart Grown Wild
was inspired by SantaLena’s first
encounters with nature during her
time at Western Carolina University. Her life prior to college was
spent predominantly in the city
and not engaged in the beauty of
nature. As she began to connect
with the forest, river rocks, herbs,
and other plants, she began to find
peace in her life. In 2016 SantaLena took a big risk and quit her
full-time job as a social worker.
During that career she loved
working with clients on grounding
techniques that incorporated sight,
smell, taste, touch and sound.
She took pride in her ability to
assist people, using these practices, in moving towards a calm
and present state of mind. With
love in her heart and the desire
to support people through her

money in Vermont to grow a
stable local economy, and ensure
a high-quality product that never
waivers from their love for plants.

herbalism, she felt as though she
could similarly help ground people
through engaging with the earth
via her products. Now, working
with plants topically to utilize their
nutrients and spread that love to
other people, she feels like her
heart is growing. She loves turning
people onto plants and bringing
them joy with the products. Everyone uses plants in some capacity
every day, and harnessing that in a
different and beautiful way brings
her great happiness. She wants
Heart Grown Wild to serve as
a portal to a place in nature that
you love—she wants people to
mist their faces with Prism of the
Sun toner and be transported to a
forest of evergreens.
So why are Heart Grown Wild
products so special? First is their
commitment to sourcing the
finest ingredients possible, always
prioritizing organic, Non-GMO,

and local. SantaLena grows some
of her own plants, and partners
and collaborates with many farms,
all within our area, because it is
vital to the company to support
local, grow local and spend local.
She sources a variety of herbs
from Zack Woods Herb Farm
and Foster Farm Botanicals. They
are also partnering with Elmore
Mountain Therapeutics as a source
for CBD oil that is highly tested
for purity, potency and identity.
SantaLena also responsibly
wild-harvests many ingredients,
including black birch, spruce and
balsam fir. Her passion for the
best ingredients is shared by her
partner, Tom. Tom has a strong
background in botany, having been
a fellow at the New England Wild
Flower Society, and works with
plant habitat conservation. He
told me they’re “both nerds,” and
love researching plants and herbs,
and particularly finding native
alternatives to ingredients that are
typically shipped from elsewhere.
For instance, they found in one
case that a native plant, black
birch, has similar properties
as arnica, which is widely used
for its anti-inflammatory and
pain reducing properties. Black
birch grows locally and can
be sustainably wild-harvested
while supporting native habitats.
Sourcing practices like these cut
down their carbon footprint, keep

Another unique practice of
Heart Grown Wild is the handcrafting of their own hydrosols.
What is hydrosol? It is sometimes known as hydrolat or
flower water, and is a byproduct
of essential oil production. It is
created through distillation, which
is a process of boiling water and
steaming out precious watersoluble compounds from aromatic
plants. Through this process, they
capture the essence, nutrients,
and scents from the plants they
so carefully gather, and are able to
incorporate their many wonderful properties into the formulas.
Heart Grown Wild is committed
to quality, safety, and simplicity.
What does the future hold for
Heart Grown Wild? First up are
new labels that were designed in
collaboration with a local graphic
designer. These labels will add a
beautiful edge and professional
look to the products. They also
hope to continue to expand on
the types of hydrosols they create
from locally harvested plants and
herbs. Experimentation is always
happening and allows SantaLena to
refine her current formulas with
any new science or research they
come across. Finally, they recently
released their line of CBD products that utilizes Elmore Mountain
Therapeutics CBD oil. SantaLena
is very energized by this partnership and sees it as a wonderful
evolution in her business and
working with locally grown plants.
The Heart Grown Wild
products are ones of deep passion,
quality and care.
Join us on Tuesday,
August 14 from 1–3 pm
to try them for yourself,
along with Ashley Reynolds
of Elmore Mountain
Therapeutics.
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Working

It's All About the Food!

for a Co-operative Economy
Co-op Printing & Co-op Values

Need business materials? Publishing
a book or printing a calendar? Try

Collective Copies!

To learn more about
Collective and other
members of the Valley
Alliance of Worker
Co-ops, please visit our website or call.

Together, we are working
for a co-operative economy.
www.valleyworker.coop • 413.268.5800

Friends of the
Co-op Card
Each year, the Co-op spends
$200,000 on credit card and
debit fees. Cut that cost by
purchasing a Friends of the
Co-op Card for your
weekly shopping trip.

Do you have EBT, WIC or SSI?
Ask us about Food for All!

1is0co%
unt !

D

FOOD for ALL

Advertise in

thought
FOR

Reach 3000+ people.

Discounts for multiple months.
For rates and information, contact
Jon Megas-Russell at 802 246 2813 or
jonmr@brattleborofoodcoop.coop
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by Chris Ellis,
Staff Nutritionist

L

Canteloupes

ooking at the tan, roughskinned exterior of a
cantaloupe, it’s hard to
imagine that inside contains such
a vibrant and luscious surprise!
Another one of Mother Earth’s
treats for us! Nothing beats biting
into this juicy and sweet orange
flesh on a hot summer day. I find
myself craving melons of all types
during the warm summer months,
they are so refreshing and thirst
quenching, and full of oh-so-many
of the nutrients that we often
sweat away during the summer
months.

Cantaloupes are members of
the cucurbit family (Cucurbitaceae),
which also include cucumbers,
pumpkins, squashes, gourds, and
a long list of melons—including
watermelon and honeydew as well
as crenshaw, casaba, Persian, and
canary melon. Various members
of this family can easily cross
pollinate so you may see hybrid
melons in the store that combine
features of cantaloupes with other
melons. In the U.S., the cantaloupe
is technically a muskmelon. True
cantaloupes are not grown in the
U.S. but mainly in other parts
of the world like the Mediterranean region—Turkey, Egypt,
and Iran. The name “cantaloupe”
originated from an Italian town
called Cantalupo where seeds
were transported from Armenia and then planted in the Papal
gardens during the 15th and 16th
centuries. Since most readers are
familiar with the commonly used
word cantaloupe as opposed to

muskmelon we will stick with
“cantaloupe” for this article.
Cantaloupes rank high among
fruits with regard to their nutrient profile and nutrient diversity.
They also are 90 percent water so
are great for maintaining hydration on a hot summer day. They
contain significant amounts of
carotenoids along with a good
amount of vitamin C, fiber, magnesium, potassium, and B vitamins.
Their carotenoid levels are higher
than other fruits, specifically the
beta-carotene form (a whopping
30 times higher than oranges) but
they also contain derivatives of
other carotenoid plant compounds
that are very beneficial for optimal
health: lutein, zeaxanthin, luteolin, and ferulic and caffeic acids.
Cantaloupes have been shown
to be effective anti-inflammatory
agents due to their concentrated
content of cucurbitacins. Research
has shown that women who

consumed cantaloupe regularly
had decreased levels of C-reactive
proteins, which are indicators
of inflammation. Cantaloupe
shows promise in its effects on
blood-sugar control and insulin
metabolism as well. Cantaloupe
intake has also been shown to
decrease the risk of high blood
pressure since they contain a natural diuretic compound.
Picking out a ripe cantaloupe
can be a challenge since they are
often picked unripe off the vines. I
have learned a couple things from
practice and from reading up on
the topic. First, does it feel heavier
than you would expect? If so, it
is most likely ripe or close to it.
Next, how does it sound when
you tap on it? If the sound is dull
and deep as opposed to hollow
then there is a greater chance it
is ripe and about ready to eat.
Another key thing is to smell the
blossom end, opposite the stem

end. It should have a spectacular
sweet aroma—but not overly
strong since that may indicate the
melon is overripe. It should also
be fairly firm, just enough to give a
little bit with your thumb (but not
soft to the touch!).
Another important thing to
remember when preparing cantaloupe is that it carries a high risk
of exposing us humans to a variety
of food-borne illnesses, because
it has a rough skin with crevasses
where bacteria can be trapped,
and because it grows in close
contact with the ground where
it may be contaminated with a
variety of bacteria from the soil,
water, or even animals. Bacteria
can be spread from the knife you
use to cut contaminated rinds of
cantaloupe as well as from the
surface on which you place whole
cantaloupes for preparation. Foodborne illness can be prevented by
choosing cantaloupes that have
no cracks or soft spots, washing
hands with soap and water before
handling them, scrubbing the rind
with a vegetable brush under cool
water then patting it dry before
eating or slicing it, and using a
clean knife to cut off the stem if it
is visible since research has shown
that this is the area most likely
to have bacterial growth. Cut the
melon on a plate or cutting board
that can be washed well or even
sanitized. Then cut up the melon
with a scooper or a different knife
to prevent cross contamination
or wash the knife well under hot
soapy water. Wash all utensils
afterwards. Not all cantaloupes
carry bacteria but it is best to
follow safe practices rather than
risk getting food poisoning!
Here are a couple easy recipes
using succulent cantaloupe to enjoy
during the late summer months
when many varieties of local melon
become available—the best tasting
melons are our local ones!

Melon & Grape Salad
Adapted from the World's Healthiest Foods website, whfoods.org.

INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

• 2-3 cups seedless grapes

1. Mix fruit together with
lemon juice.

• 1 cantaloupe, scooped
out with melon baller
• 2 cups of watermelon
or another melon of
your choice (preferably
a different color), cut
and scooped out with a
melon baller
• ½ cup spearmint or
peppermint leaves, or
another mint of your
choice

Truckload
Sale Coming in
October!

2. Add whole mint leaves
and refrigerate for a
couple hours.
3. Remove mint leaves
and serve.
For a little extra color, add
a handful of berries or
substitute berries in place
of the grapes.
SERVES 4

• 2 Tbsp. lemon juice

Cantaloupe Smoothie

In October, we will hold our
fall Truckload Sale. Pricing will be
available late September via our
website, Facebook, in store and in
the October Food For Thought. Stay
tuned for th exact date.

Co-op Month
Screening
A FILM BY
STEVE ALVES

Adapted from the Eating Well Test Kitchen.

INGREDIENTS

DIRECTIONS

• 1 banana

1. Put all ingredients in
blender and puree
until smooth.

• 2 cups ripe cantaloupe,
chopped
• ½ cup nonfat or low-fat
plain yogurt (Greek or
regular, or substitute
non-dairy yogurt)
• 1½ tablespoons frozen
orange juice concentrate
(optional). If using
fresh orange juice,
approximately ¼ cup
• ½ teaspoon vanilla
extract (optional)

Add a few frozen berries
or sliced, peeled peaches
for a variation.
SERVES 1-2

FOOD FOR

CHANGE

THE STORY OF COOPERATION IN AMERICA

In collaboration with the Putney
Food Co-op we will be celebrating Co-op Month in October
with a viewing of the food co-op
movie, Food For Change. It will be
evening showing at the Next Stage
in Putney and it will be free to
attend. We hope to see you there
for light refreshments, fun and
cooperative conversations!
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Fresh

DEALS
FLYER

Fresh Deals
every
month
during the
week of
the 15th
through the
21st!

Look for this (purple)
logo in-store for

Every-Day
Low Prices!

Update on Beer
Growler Station
Local craft beer brewers
have shifted heavily to cans
and bottles and thus have
limited the availability of
their beer in kegs. This has
adversely affected our growler
station with dwindling sales.
Thus beginning in August we
will no longer sell beer on
tap at our growler station. All
beers that you have enjoyed
on the growler station are
often available in cans or
bottles.

o
t
k
S
chool at the Co-op!
c
a
B
Vermont made alternative to
Plastic Wrap – Made of infused
organic cotton and beeswax.

Great for
bringing lunch
to school or work!
Reusable
Bamboo
Utensils

Klean Kanteen

Stainless Steel Bottles

DECOMPOSITION BOOKS

• Spiral &
Sewn Bindings
• 100% Recycled Pages
Printed with Soy Ink
10 | August 2018

99.9% effective against common
germs, EO Hand Sanitizers contain
beautiful smelling essential oils
that leave hands subtly scented,
refreshed, and clean.

UKonserve

Great for
camping,
school or work

We will gladly accept
growler returns until October
1st.
We apologize for any
inconvenience this may cause
you, we thank you for your
understanding, and please
send any feedback to jonmr@
brattleborofoodcoop.coop or
jeffh@brattleborofoodcoop.
coop.

EO Products Premium
Botanical Hand Sanitizers

Kids' Multivitamins
& Omega Gummies
by
Garden of
Life, Nordic
Naturals and
Rainbow
Light

BFC Merchandise
Grab an Apron,
Pint Glass, Hat, or
Organic T-Shirt
as you prepare to head
back to college or any
schooling where you'll
want new BFC Schwag
to show off.

Classes, Demos & Events

AUGUST

@

the Co-op

Full descriptions and any changes or updates can be found on our Events Calendar online
at BrattleboroFoodCoop.coop. Changes and updates are also posted on Facebook.
*Please note: Must be 21+ years of age with valid ID to sample alcohol.

All classes (kids & adults) require pre-registration. To register for a class, contact Shareholder Services:

Shareholder Services is available in-store every day from 10 am-7pm; Phone: 802-246-2821; Email: shareholders@brattleborofoodcoop.coop.
Be sure to give us your name, student's name and a telephone number where we can reach you. It is important you tell us kids’ ages, and if they have allergies to wheat, dairy or nuts. All of
our classes are open to everyone in the community. Kids’ classes are open to children of any age. Kids under 12 may not attend adult classes.
All classes require a minimum of 3 students to run, and unless otherwise noted, take place in the BFC Cooking Classroom and Community Room.
Please enter classes via the Canal Street door. Please let us know at least 24 hours in advance if you need to cancel.

HELP YOURSELF
@ THE DEMO COUNTER
A FREE SAMPLING: KOMBUCHA
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!"

August 1 (Wednesday) Noon-4pm
FREE YOGA CLASSES
(Wednesdays) Noon-1pm
Join us for an inspiring, all-levels yoga class
lead by a different instructor every week.
Be sure to bring your own yoga mat
and arrive early. Space is limited.
@ BFC Community Room via Canal St. entrance
FREE CLASS FOR ADULTS
LACTATION COOKIES

August 1 (Wednesday) 5-6pm

Join us to taste lactation cookies in
celebration of World Breastfeeding Week!
During class, we will discuss foods which
help boost milk supply, what an adequate
diet for breast feeding mothers looks like,
and meal-prepping for food on-the-go which
is compatible with a new breast feeding
mom's busy schedule.
Instuctors: Shyla Foss and Brooke Robinson
@ BFC Cooking Classroom/
Community Room via Canal Street entrance.
FREE SAMPLING
TAKE YOUR RAMEN
TO COLLEGE SANS CO-OP!

August 2 (Thursday) 3-5pm

Ramen, Udon or Soba. Fast Food for the
college bound with Laurie Klenkel.
Taste test some great options!
No recipes needed.
@ the Demo Counter

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

August 6 (Monday) 5:15pm
@ BFC Conference Room
FREE SPIN CLASS

August 6 (Monday) 5:15-6pm

Every ﬁrst Monday of the month, take a
FREE spin class with Susie at BODY IN
HARMONY Fitness Studio, located
@ BODHIFIT, 22 High Street.
FREE SAMPLING
SUN BUTTER AND
SAVVY SHAPEWICHES

August 7 (Tuesday) 11am-1pm

Join Zack at the Demo Counter to try some
Sun Butter. Cut out savvy shapes for
lunch box sandwiches!
FREE EVENT FOR KIDS
MAKING TORTILLAS
A CROSS-CULTURAL DESSERT

August 9 (Thursday) 12:30-1:30pm
Hey Kids! The Brooks Memorial
Library will be hosting Lizi, from the
Co-op, to teach you how to make fresh
dessert tortillas. You will grind the corn,
make the dough (masa), shape, and cook
tortillas with fresh butter and maple syrup.

Be sure to sign up with the library!
Class is in the library's second ﬂoor meeting
room. More info? cr@brookslibraryvt.org
Instructor: Lizi Rosenberg,
BFC Education Outreach Coordinator
FREE SAMPLING
WINE* & CHEESE

August 9 (Thursday) 4-6pm

FREE STORY & SNACK HOUR

(Fridays) 10:30-11:30am

Bring the kids to KidsPLAYce for a story
hour and healthy snack from the Co-op.
KidsPLAYce is located @ 20 Elliot Street

Sample this month's featured wine along
with paired local cheeses.
*Must be age 21+ with valid ID.
PRODUCER OF THE MONTH

Come meet our August POM

FREE SAMPLING
FRIDAYS WITH KATHERINE
(Fridays) 11am-1pm
Join Katherine Barratt to build a BFC Lunch
box! We are packing lunch recipes the kids
will love. And, they can make and pack their
lunches by themselves. Every Friday we will
build and sample a different healthy lunch
creation. Plus... take home the Free
BFC Lunch box Recipe Book!
@ the Demo Counter

August 14 (Tuesday) 1-3pm

Join Santalena, from Heart Grown
Wild, in the Co-op for a sampling of her
luscious skin care products, along with
Elmore Mountain Therapeutics.
BOARD TABLING

August 14 (Tuesday) 3-5pm

Meet with Board members Kathy Carr and
Wesley Pittman in the store
for open discussion/conversation.

HELP YOURSELF
@ THE DEMO COUNTER
A FREE SAMPLING:
CHUNKS OF ENERGY
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!"

August 15 (Wednesday) Noon-4pm

Chunks of Energy is a great "Back to School"
lunch box treat or after school snack!
FREE ADULT CLASS
SUMMER NUTRITION
AND RECIPES

August 18 (Saturday) 10am-Noon

Did you attend the Robin Matathias Food
Choice series this past winter? Do you have
an interest in learning about the effects of
our food choices on the environment? You
will want to join Robin as she continues
her food choices conversation—how the
choices we make with our nourishment and
kitchen can have profound effects on the
environment, economy and health—in this
follow-up class, Robin will answer questions,
provide further perspectives and share
summer recipes which makes her garden
produce shine.
Instructor: Robin Matathias,
Adjunct Professor of Environmental Studies at
Keene State College
@ BFC Community Room via Canal St. entrance.
FREE ADULT WORKSHOP
FERMENTED VEGETABLES
PRESERVING & ENHANCING
SUMMER'S BOUNTY

August 18 (Saturday) 1-3pm

This workshop will provide an in-depth
overview and demonstration of the process
for safe, simple, and effective fermentation of vegetables, a timeless strategy for
preserving and enhancing the taste of
seasonal produce. There will be a demonstration of how to properly prepare and set
up a fermentation vessel, along with principles and practices for successfully managing
your ferment.
Instructor: Mark Phillips of Hosta Hill

(Hosta Hill is a local producer of
sauerkraut and kimchi)

@ BFC Cooking Classroom/Community Room

— Thank you!

FREE CLASS FOR KIDS
via Canal St. entrance.
FUN WITH FOOD AND ART
SUMMER FEAST

August 28 (Tuesday) 3:30-5pm

The class will begin at BMAC
(Brattleboro Museum and Art Center) for
an up-close look at the current art exhibit
followed by a hands-on creative activity
there led by Linda Whelihan. Afterward, the
class will walk up to
the BFC Kitchen to make something delicious at our Community Kitchen.
Instructors: Linda Whelihan (educa-

tor for BMAC) and Lizi Rosenberg (BFC
Education Outreach Coordinator)
@ BMAC and BFC Cooking Classroom
HELP YOURSELF
@ DEMO COUNTER
A FREE SAMPLING:
AWESOME APPLESAUCE!
"TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!"

August 29 (Wednesday) Noon-4pm
Applesauce is a perfect lunch box food!
Try some superlicious ﬂavors on sale!
FREE CLASS FOR KIDS
SUMMER IN VERMONT
PICKLES

August 29 (Wednesday)
3:30-5:00pm

In this class, kids will learn how to make
simple pickles using the bounty of summer
vegetables and fruits available. Shoshana
Davidovits, a Co-op tween, will lead the
way by sharing a favorite sweet pickle relish
recipe . During class you will chop, mix,
season, and ﬁnally jar your ﬂavorful creations
in mason jars to take home.
Instructor: Lizi Rosenberg
@ BFC Cooking Classroom/Community Room
via Canal St. entrance.
INCREDIBLE BULK RECIPES
A FREE SAMPLING

August 30 (Thursday) 4-6pm

The College Cook is a Crock Pot!

Taste some fantastic, comforting, fall ﬂavors
perfect for the student chef! Easy starts
from Bulk! Just pack the pot and go.
Take home free crock pot recipes.
@ the Bulk Department

BRATTLEBORO FOOD CO-OP MAKES THESE CLASSES AND EVENTS
AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE IN THE COMMUNITY! MOST ARE FREE
OF CHARGE AND ALL ARE FUN, INFORMATIVE AND ENGAGING.
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Wine & Cheese
August 9, 4-6pm
Free to all!

Dottie's

DISCOUNT FOODS

Must be 21+ years of age with valid ID to sample alcohol.

facebook.com/
facebook.com/

Producer of the Month Demo with

Heart Grown Wild

& Elmore Mountain Therapeutics

August 14, 1-3pm
Every-Day Low Prices!

Grains • Snacks • Coffee • Pasta • Milk • Juice

SAVE UP TO 80%
EVERY DAY!

77 Flat Street, Brattleboro
802-246-0053 • Open 7 Days
Look for this logo in-store for

➘

➘

Look for this logo in-store for

DottiesDiscountFoods
DottiesDiscountFoods

Rotating Sales!

Co-op Deals circular, coupons, and monthly In-Store Flyer are available at the store entrance and online at BrattleboroFoodCoop.coop

